Our ability to communicate using language is a specific cognitive faculty that makes humans stand apart from all other animal species on the planet. Despite the crucial role that language plays in our individual and social well-being, the origins of language are still poorly understood from both evolutionary and ontogenetic perspectives. One of the key gaps in the knowledge lies in the understanding of specific cognitive and neural bases of language acquisition that underpin our successful and efficient ability to learn a large number of new words, both as children at all stages of development and as adults when learning a new language or novel professional lexicon. This opinion paper briefly overviews the main systems involved in word acquisition, identifies gaps in the existing evidence and suggests possible ways to close them.

The behavioral and neural mechanisms of word acquisition remain a debated topic (for reviews, see e.g., Dollaghan, [@B9]; Davis and Gaskell, [@B8]). On the systems level, learning processes are most commonly separated into initial encoding and later consolidation. The stage of encoding is believed to occur rapidly and to involve multiple brain areas, most crucially medial temporal lobe (MTL) including hippocampus and parahippocampal cortices (McClelland et al., [@B23]; Suzuki, [@B41]); the consolidation, in turn, is a more gradual process leading to the formation of long-term memory traces in the neocortex (Walker and Stickgold, [@B46]; Battaglia et al., [@B2]). Such a two-stage or "complementary learning systems" approach resonates through different levels of investigations, including animal studies with hippocampal and cortical lesions trying to disentangle the two stages (Talpos et al., [@B42]), cognitive science models using computational neural networks to simulate neural memory build-up processes (O\'Reilly and McClelland, [@B28]), as well as patient studies using hippocampally-damaged amnesiacs that demonstrate specific patterns of retrograde memory loss (Scoville and Milner, [@B35]; Sharon et al., [@B37]). A range of experiments extended this approach to account for the brain\'s word learning mechanisms, with their results indicating that newly-learnt word-forms fully enter the lexicon only after an overnight consolidation period, which is accompanied by changes in neocortical and MTL activity (Gaskell and Dumay, [@B13]; Davis and Gaskell, [@B8]). While this framework can successfully explain a range of phenomena in the fields of memory, learning, and language, another body of observations suggests the existence of a hippocampally independent route for direct acquisition of new word forms by the neocortex, at least under certain conditions (Shtyrov, [@B38]), as we will discuss below.

Whereas different processes (e.g., imitation, repetition, association, or generalization) may be involved in learning, the initial acquisition of new words in real-life situations can arguably be achieved through two main learning strategies: a direct explicit instruction (e.g., "This is a glorp, please remember it") or a contextually-driven implicit inference/deduction ("There is a toy car, a book and a glorp on the table. Which color is the glorp?"). Although not mutually exclusive, these two are characterized by dissociable (to a degree at least) properties. Explicit learning, often dubbed explicit encoding (EE), is usually associated with repetitive presentation occurring over extended (or even multiple) practice sessions, such as classroom instruction or rehearsal. In contrast, contextually-driven deduction normally takes place in routine daily interactions between individuals and appears to have a near-immediate effect, evident before long-term memory consolidation processes set in. For building up new semantic representations, it requires just a few expositions (with claims of even single-shot learning) in a context that facilitates inference through exclusion or deduction (Bloom and Markson, [@B4]; Halberda, [@B15]; Horst and Samuelson, [@B16]). This rapid implicit acquisition is often termed fast mapping (FM) and is considered to be a general learning mechanism that plays a key role in acquiring new words and their semantics in the process of natural language learning (Carey and Bartlett, [@B6]; Kaminski et al., [@B17]).

Even though, as discussed below, teasing the two mechanisms apart is not straightforward, it is this latter strategy, FM, which has been argued to predominantly depend on the neocortex and be largely independent from the MTL and hippocampo-neocortical consolidation circuits. FM appears to be most efficient in children, in whom hippocampus and episodic memory are not fully developed (Bauer, [@B3]). Clinical investigations in patients with MTL lesions have shown that explicit exposure to new information results in poor behavioral outcomes, while FM learning regimes, on the one hand, lead to successful acquisition, and, on the other hand, are hampered by neocortical damage (Sharon et al., [@B37]; Warren and Duff, [@B47]). BOLD-fMRI studies in healthy adults show that FM, in comparison to EE tasks, activates a more widespread neocortical network during encoding, which seems to most reliably include the anterior-temporal lobe, ATL (Atir-Sharon et al., [@B1]; Merhav et al., [@B25]). Left ATL neocortex, in turn, has been repeatedly suggested as a seat of lexico-semantic representations, playing the role of a central "hub" in distributed word memory circuits (Patterson et al., [@B32]). Furthermore, while EE seems to benefit from an overnight consolidation stage, learning via fast mapping does not trigger overnight changes in brain representations (Merhav et al., [@B25]). Moreover, even passive exposure to unattended novel word forms presented repeatedly outside of any task or context leads to immediate changes in the brain responses, indicative of a novel memory trace build-up in the perisylvian neocortex (Kimppa et al., [@B18], [@B19]; Partanen et al., [@B30], [@B31]), provided the exposure is intensive enough (dozens to hundreds of repetitions). Such different brain signatures of the two learning strategies in themselves support (partially) different mechanisms underpinning them and may thus explain diverging learning dynamics and efficiency. In sum, even though in real-life situations the distinctions between the two strategies may be blurred, with both mechanisms at play simultaneously depending on the context and the learning environment, the available evidence allows to conclude that they can be dissociated at the conceptual level as well as behaviorally and neurophysiologically.

However, these findings still leave a number of questions open. First, findings of any advantages offered by FM and/or differential learning outcomes of the two regimes have been questioned by some studies that failed to replicate them (see, e.g., Greve et al., [@B14]). On the other hand, in spite of frequent claims of FM benefits for learning, most of the above studies in fact show better recognition rates after EE (although this does not *per se* undermine the distinctions found between the brain mechanisms). Second, the behavioral routines typically used to contrast the learning regimes differ in more than one dimension. The most typical paradigm used to implement this (see e.g., Merhav et al., [@B25]) uses a word-picture association approach, in which the FM condition presents the subject with two or more images, only one them being novel, thus requiring inference to understand which of the objects the new word refers to (e.g., "does the glorp have leaves?"); at the same time, the EE condition often presents only a single image in conjunction with its name ("this is a glorp"). Such a design implies a lack of basic visual balancing between the two conditions, which puts differential load already at the level of initial visual processing of the stimuli. Furthermore, at the higher cognitive level, it creates different distribution of attention across the visual field between the two conditions. Whereas attention and executive control can certainly influence learning outcomes (Kimppa et al., [@B19]), it is important to disentangle their effects and those more directly related to memory or language systems as such.

Third, while these two conditions inevitably frame the task in cognitively different manners, it is further exacerbated by the way the instruction is typically offered in such an experiment. In FM condition (Carey and Bartlett, [@B6]; Atir-Sharon et al., [@B1]), a question ("does the glorp have leaves?") or a request ("bring/show me the glorp") are used, whereas naming is used in EE ("this is a glorp"). Pragmatically, Naming, Question and Request constitute different speech acts (Searle, [@B36]) that put different demands on the cognitive system and are known to be underpinned by overlapping yet distinct brain networks (van Ackeren et al., [@B44]; Egorova et al., [@B10]), which further confounds any behavioral and neurophysiological distinctions found between FM and EE. While it may not be possible to fully balance the two clearly distinct learning regimes, minimizing the effects of any extraneous factors, such as visual features, attention, cognitive load, and contextual framing, it is highly desirable to disentangle their mechanisms with fewer confounding factors.

More generally, studies diverge hugely in how they train their subjects with new words. This could be word-picture associations that use written or spoken forms or both modalities (Breitenstein et al., [@B5]), purely sentential context (Mestres-Missé et al., [@B27], [@B26]) or even isolated word forms with no semantics (Gaskell and Dumay, [@B13]; Shtyrov et al., [@B39]). Some of the studies use perceptual exposure, while others introduce articulation as an ecological part of the learning process (Rauschecker et al., [@B34]). Similar to the points above, different learning modalities would introduce the variability into results, complicating the overall picture. Direct comparisons of visual vs. auditory mode of acquisition (the latter being the "native" modality of language), learning in vs. outside context, with vs. without semantic reference, perceptually only vs. with articulation etc. would be important to disentangle all of these factors.

Equally important is the assessment of the learning outcomes. The tasks used for this diverge across studies, and most often include free recall, lexical decision and familiarity judgement. These are more shallow lexical tasks, which may not require full lexico-semantic access of the newly formed memory trace. A more elaborate testing that could require lexical as well as semantic (e.g., semantic judgement task, semantic matching, free-form definition), and possibly even contextual levels of testing, would therefore be desirable. Further, the assessment of semantics acquisition could also be done on the basis of brain activation patterns, such as the recruitment of meaning-dependant modality-specific networks (Macedonia et al., [@B20]; Vukovic and Shtyrov, [@B45]; Mayer et al., [@B22]).

On a similar note, many studies limit themselves to immediate post-experimental testing, ignoring the longer-term consolidation processes that play a significant role in (at least some types) of acquisition (McMurray et al., [@B24]). Ideally, the assessment of the learning outcomes should be done both immediately and after an overnight sleep period; longer-term retention of stimulus materials over weeks/months could also be addressed where possible.

Finally, and importantly, the bulk of previous research in this area was done behaviorally and/or using slow neuroimaging tools, such as fMRI, to address distinctions between learning regimes. As such, these measures cannot address rapid neuronal activations that are known to take place on the millisecond range; this is particularly important for language, a function that relies on temporally dynamic processing of information rapidly unfolding over time (Friederici, [@B11]; Pulvermüller et al., [@B33]; MacGregor et al., [@B21]; Shtyrov and Stroganova, [@B40]). To better understand the neural processes underpinning different types of language learning, there is a need for a more direct measure of electric neuronal activity, which can be provided by time-resolved imaging tools such as EEG or MEG, or, ideally a combination of tools, such as MRI-based source analysis of combined multichannel EEG-MEG data. On the flip-side, while activity patterns obtained in brain studies are useful, causal evidence is also needed to scrutinize these distinctions in healthy individuals. Outside of limited patient studies, such evidence is presently lacking. The use of targeted neurostimulation techniques (such as TMS or tDCS) to influence the learning outcomes may provide the much needed evidence for the involvement of particular brain areas in specific learning types.

On a more conceptual level, the use of learning strategies might differ according to the learning environment, resources, and purposes, while their effectiveness may also vary depending on the learner\'s age, neural development, cognitive capacities, and overall context. Furthermore, in the natural language acquisition scenario (other than classroom settings), word acquisition, whether in the first or second language, is unlikely to occur exclusively through only one or the other strategy. Instead, both strategies may be used concurrently which may possibly result in enhanced learning outcomes, although the extent to which each strategy is used depends on the learning environment and the language (first or second) in question. Notably, the brain networks implicated in the two mechanisms do overlap (most importantly in the temporal lobe) and the tight connectivity, which is known to exist between these structures (Catani and Mesulam, [@B7]; Friederici, [@B12]), provides for seamless information exchange across the circuits involved. Furthermore, a range of other processes involved in learning (e.g., association, differentiation, enrichment, retrieval) may interactively influence the acquisition of new materials at different stages. Finally, the explicit/implicit distinction is also present in more general models of language, not just word acquisition (e.g., Ullman, [@B43]; Paradis, [@B29]). These and similar factors should also be considered in studies investigating learning strategies.

To conclude, the literature to date clearly suggests overlapping yet dissociable learning systems that support different routes of novel word acquisition by the human brain. They diverge in their speed and underlying brain structures, and may be used to different extents for explicitly acquiring presented information or for contextually-driven implicit inference-based learning. The studies available to date diverge in the methodologies employed and present a somewhat controversial picture. To fill these gaps in the field, future studies should use a combination of rigorously matched behavioral regimes, controlled modes of presentation, a comprehensive set of tasks to assess the outcomes at different times, and different neuroimaging tools able to assess both the complex spatio-temporal dynamics of word acquisition, and the causal relationships between brain structures and learning strategies.
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